SET UP:

Before using your tripod, adjust each leg section to the desired height and leg angle setting. Ensure that the tripod is firmly resting on a level surface and mount your camera carefully on the tripod head. Always engage safety locks on the tripod head to prevent any accidental dismounting.

Leg Angle Adjustment: (See figure 1)
To accommodate uneven terrain, awkward shooting situations or for low angle shooting, your Benro tripod includes a 3-position leg angle adjustment sliding lock. Ensure that the leg angle lock is securely pushed back into the lock position after you have selected the desired leg angle. Travel Angel Tripod leg can be folded by 180°, makes it small enough to carry. And it can be taken to the airplane. (See figure 2 & 3)

Section Adjustment: (see figure 2, 3)
Each leg section can be independently adjusted to the desired length by turning the proper leg lock grip counter-clockwise until the leg is free to side in or out. Once the desired length is achieved turn the leg lock grip clockwise as the leg section is securely locked. Repeat this step for each leg and each section until the tripod is set to the desired height.

Raising and Lowering the Center Column: (See figure 4, 5)
To raise or lower the center column, turn the center locking knob counter-clockwise and set the column to the desired position. While holding the column in position, turn the column locking knob clockwise to secure the column in place. Don't over tighten the center column lock, as this could damage the threads. (See figure 6)

Allen Key: (See figure 6)
To adjust the tightness of the tripod leg by allen key.

Retractable Weight Hook: (See figure 7)
When additional weight is necessary to add to the tripod for stability during windy conditions, the retractable weight hook can be used to hold a sandbag, camera bag or any similar item. Take care not to overfill the tripod with weight as this could have a reverse effect on increasing the tripods stability.

Reversible Center Column: (See figures 8, 9, 10)
Your tripod offers the ability to reverse the center column for close-up photography, copy work and for difficult to reach objects. To reverse the center column unscrew the retractable weight hook located on the bottom of the center column. Loosen the center column locking knob and pull the center column out. Insert the center column with the mounting plate upside down and heighten the center column locking knob securely. The center column has an anti-twist groove, be sure to line-up the groove with the key before inserting the column back into the main casting. Please note: Do not reverse the center column when a camera or equipment is mounted.

Anti-Twist Leg Sections: (See figure 2, 3)
For quick and easy setup each leg section (excluding the last section) incorporates a key and groove within the leg to prevent the leg from rotating.

Convert Tripod to Monopod: (See figure 11)
a. Unscrew the spring hook and then take center column assembly (with head) out;
b. Unscrew the tripod leg foam grip from leg adapter;
c. Screw and assemble the center column assembly (with head) onto the foam grip tripod leg. A monopod kit is converted from a tripod.

QR Plate Mounting: (See figure 12)
Head Angle: (See figure 13)
Ball Lock Adjustment: (See figure 14)
Drag Adjustment: (See figure 15)
Head pan Lock: (See figure 16)
Thank you for choosing Benro. Please read this general instruction sheet before using, to avoid any accidental damage.

- Do not exceed the load capacity of this product, (see the specifications)

- Always ensure the locks and devices are in safety condition to avoid accidental damage of the camera and other equipment.

- Do not use the product at temperature less than -20°C or more than +70°C. It is not recommended to use in seawater.

- Avoid leaving the product in high temperature, e.g. in the sun for long time or in a car near the car window for hours.

- Ensure keeping the product out of reach of children when working at the public place in case any accidental hurt. Use it carefully in dangerous place.

- Do not scrub the spirit-level, the precision could be lost temporarily.

- Remove the equipment from the products during transportation.

- It is not necessary to do regular lubrication, but if required, the standard lubricant oils and grease is ok for the equipment.

- After using in the wet, dusty, sandy, windy days, it is recommended to clean and dry the tripod with soft cloth. The dirt, dust, and sand in all leg locks, threads, should be removed after use. Clean with mild detergent or alcohol.

- For your own safety, don't let this products near any electrical power source and chemical substances.